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A WORD FROM YOUR CHAIR:
Dear delegates, My name is Victor Ehrnrooth and I am
thrilled to invite you all to this ECOSOC General Assembly
committee at MUNCH XIV. I have the great honor of being
your chair for this committee at MUNCH, and I have no
doubt that you will all excel and produce many novel and
effective solutions to the problems at hand.

I have been participating in Model United Nations (MUN)
since eighth grade, however I have limited experience with
American conference, having only begun MUN here last
semester. I am Finnish-Brazilian, as my mother is Brazilian
and my father Finnish. I have lived eleven years in Finland,
�ve in France and one in Brazil (which is in no way related to
the suspicious presence of a minor economic power like
Finland in an ECOSOC committee). I am currently planning
on Majoring in Economics.

As such, you might �nd that this committee is quite
economically focused. I wish to conclude by reiterating my
great hopes for this conference, and if you have any
questions please do not hesitate to send me an email at
victore@live.unc.edu! I wish you all good luck when you do
come here, and I look forward to meeting you all!

All the best,
Victor Ehrnrooth
ECOSOC Chair

INTRODUCTION OF THIS
COMMITTEE
This committee is a General Assembly looking to represent
the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).
ECOSOC was founded in 1945 with the goal of fostering
sustainable development through its three main
dimensions: Economic, Social and Environmental . This 1
particular ECOSOC committee looks to the �rst of these
dimensions to be the driving force for sustainable
development. As ECOSOC conferences take several weeks to
complete, it is perhaps a little bit too ambitious to hope to
tackle all three of the main dimensions of the ECOSOC
committee , hence this focus on the economic aspects of
sustainable development. 2 The nations represented in
ECOSOC are on a rotating system, whereby 54 states have a
seat on ECOSOC at a time with a limited term length.

The current member states can be found on the UN
website, and one can also �nd when their terms will expire.
This committee, however, will not strictly follow the
established actual states present in ECOSOC, and I will
instead select a number of states to be represented insofar
as I consider them most relevant to the topics being
discussed. Our main committee goal is improved �nancial
and economic cooperation between states to remove or at
least greatly limit potential barriers to the sustainable
development of states.

Paired with this we have three sub topics, namely: the
question of international cooperation on the regulation of
oligopolies and monopolies, the question of an international
currency or a system that can function as such and an
assessment of the values of tariffs, and whether or not they
can be considered a threat to sustainable development and
the wellbeing of the global population. These topics are all
pressing issues we face as a society, and they are acutely
relevant to the economic facet of ECOSOC.

Through the member states of this committee and your
cooperation, we hope to �nd good solutions to all of these
issues. ECOSOC has a proud history of doing everything it
can to bring nations together to advance the world and help
its people, outlined in its goal of sustainable development.
This is a history we ought to continue through this
conference, a mission which I hope all of you are proud to
take part in.

MONOPOLIES AND
OLIGOPOLIES
In understanding this topic, it is perhaps wisest to start with
the simplest component thereof, namely monopolies. A
monopoly is de�ned by Merriam Webster dictionary as:
:”exclusive ownership through legal privilege, command of
supply, or concerted action” . This de�nition 3 leads us well
into the ways in which a monopoly may be formed. The �rst
type of monopoly to consider is a state owned monopoly.
These are not quite as relevant in the United States, as they
are rare here. However, in Europe and elsewhere, they are
quite common. Let us take as an example France. In France,
the SNCF is the only railway company that exists, and it is
state owned.

This is set to change in 2019, however for the moment it
remains the case. Other state owned monopolies include VR
railways in Finland, public services like electricity production
in many European nations and more. These monopolies
exist through legal privilege, as in most cases of state owned
monopolization, competitors are legally prevented from
entering markets. Legal privilege may also be given to
companies not owned by the state, allowing them
monopoly status and varying degrees of independence
from the government, such as Air France, which while not
owned by the French government is in�uenced by it. The
next type of monopoly to look at is one formed
independently through the total control of a given market,
and practices designed to ensure the continued existence of
the monopoly. Examples include Standard Oil, which in the
19th century controlled just about all of the oil in the United
States.
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Using its power and wealth, Standard Oil would buy out any
smaller competitors, and assert its dominance over the
market. When someone would not comply, they could
simply force down oil prices, bankrupting their competitor at
which point the could acquire them. They would survive,
given their massive wealth, and would be able to once again
raise prices to where they once stood or higher. As we see,
Standard Oil used their control of the oil market to maintain
a monopoly, but also took concerted action to destroy their
competitors and keep their monopoly alive and well.

Only US government action was able to break apart
Standard Oil into many companies, some that are still alive
today such as ExxonMobil. Now we should consider the
advantages and disadvantages of state owned/state
protected monopolies.

Many proponents of state owned monopolies look to
advantages such as:

1. The state can absorb costs associated with lower pricing,
and so one can provide a cheaper essential service to
people who need it. For example, train tickets in America
are much higher than tickets in France.

2. Essential services should not seek pro�ts, and should
instead be provided at a fair rate by the government for
the people of a country. This would apply especially to
services such as electricity.

Some argue, however, that the following disadvantages
are more severe than the advantages previously mentioned:

1. State owned companies are highly inef�cient, and tend
to bleed money. A great example is Air France. As the
government props it up, they have no technical reason to
seek pro�t, as they will not go bankrupt. As such, for
many years they had been losing a lot of money
(although outlooks are mixed, for they are no longer
registering the extreme losses they once were).
Ultimately, this loss does trickle down to citizens, as the
government can only subsidize these �rms with the
money they get through taxes.

2. Monopolies, be they state owned or otherwise, kill
competition. Without competition, �rms do not need to
meet the demands of consumers. As long as they do not
need to meet demands of consumers, the consumer
suffers. Prices can be higher and quality of services lower.

It is important to note that:

1. These arguments are not all the arguments presented for
either side, but merely some major arguments often
heard when debating this issue

2. It is impossible to conclusively state that either argument
is always correct or always incorrect. This is a complex
matter that must be assessed carefully and meticulously,
and for every claim made by one side of the argument,
the other may just as easily counter it with contrary
evidence

3. State owned monopolies are, ultimately, state owned.
Member states can do what they wish with their own
state owned �rms, and no one can decisively mandate
actions to be 7 taken regarding them. Furthermore, the
impacts of state owned �rms are often local in nature,
and do not commonly have international rami�cations.
This does not mean that this committee cannot make
proposals regarding state owned monopolies, but these
aspects must always be kept in mind.

Now let us consider the same for non state owned
monopolies. Proponents of such monopolies may make the
following arguments:

1. Economies of scale (and scope, this is beyond the scope
of this guide but you may research it on your own if you
wish) are most relevant the bigger a �rm gets.
Economies of scale are essentially the idea that the more
of something you make, the cheaper it gets because, for
instance, your machines may become more ef�cient or
buying in bulk reduces cost. The bigger a �rm, the more
this applies, and �rms don’t get much bigger than when
they become monopolies.

2. It is not wise to interfere with the economy, even when it
begins to seem monopolistic. The argument is that the
economy �ows best when the government does not
meddle in it, and so monopolies should be allowed to
exist for they formed naturally, and so represent the
natural state of the economy.

People that argue that such monopolies should not exist
may make the following arguments:

1. Like was already mentioned, monopolies may kill
competition, especially when they use aggressive
measures to stamp out their competition. Without
competition, �rms do not 8 need to meet the demands
of consumers. As long as they do not need to meet
demands of consumers, the consumer suffers. Prices can
be higher and quality of services lower.

2. Firms ultimately want to make pro�ts, and they do not
care what is best for the people they provide services for.
Only by avoiding a �rm that consumers consider bad and
voting with their wallets can consumers force �rms to
consider their wants seriously. If, however, there are not
alternatives, consumers cannot do so and are forced to
accept whatever the monopoly forces them to accept.
They also do not need to innovate and advance any
particular industry, for they can maximize pro�ts without
having to do so.

Again, it is important to remember that these are not the
only arguments for either side, and are also not inherently
correct or incorrect.

Before we consider possible actions this committee can
take regarding monopolies, let us brie�y touch on what an
oligopoly is.
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Oligopolies are very similar to monopolies. They are, in the
simplest terms, a monopoly of a few �rms. A small number
of �rms (2-5 is a fair estimate) control all or almost all of the
market. When speaking of their economic properties, they
differ in many ways to monopolies, however in the context of
this committee, they can be considered very similar. Most
markets in the world work around oligopolies, and they are
not as extreme as monopolies for they do still have
competition. Nevertheless, the extreme powers of these few
�rms still means that some of the detriments associated
with monopolies exist, such as the anti-consumer practices
of the telecom oligopoly (Phone networks like Verizon, T-
Mobile, Sprint etc...) in the United States.

The arguments for and against oligopolies will not be
reiterated, for they are essentially just a diluted version of the
arguments for and against monopolies. Now, we can �nally
consider some sample actions this committee can take
regarding monopolies and oligopolies:

1. This committee may �nd that monopolies and
oligopolies are always harmful to sustainable
development and thus choose to make a
recommendation that any �rm that takes a certain
percentage of the market under its control be split up by
the local government

2. This committee may instead �nd that monopolies and
oligopolies are only an issue when they have international
reach and so choose not to make any recommendation
regarding monopolies that impact largely only one
nation, but that when they begin having a serious
international impact they should be limited by the
government in which they are based or by some
international body

3. This committee might conclude that monopolies and
oligopolies are neither detrimental nor useful enough to
merit serious action either way, and so they might
recommend that member states take no action in either
promoting or demoting them

4. This committee may on the contrary decide that the
bene�ts of monopolies and oligopolies are large enough
that they ought to be promoted, either by
recommending that states promote them through local
legislation or encouraging states to form state owned
�rms that control certain services such as power or
railways

5. This committee may take any other novel solution it
considers appropriate that is simultaneously legal and
useful in the advancement of the central goal of the
committee.

INTERNATIONAL CURRENCY
The concept of an international currency, or a system similar
to an international currency, is one that has been debated
for years. Certain systems already exist that mimic the
concept of an international currency, such as the Eurozone
in certain European states or the concept of “Purchasing
Power Parity (PPP)”, however the whole idea remains highly
contentious to this day. To better understand the impact of
an international currency, or a similar system, on the
sustainable development of people we should �rst analyze
previous examples of such concepts.

First let us analyze the Eurozone and then consider both its
bene�ts and its disadvantages. This is important as the
Eurozone is essentially our only real world example of a
genuine multi-national currency, and so when assessing the
bene�ts and disadvantages of an international currency, our
only real world example becomes the Euro. The Eurozone is
a group of 19 states, all of which are members of the
European Union (EU) (though do keep in mind that several
EU states are not members of the Eurozone, as there are 27
EU members and only 19 Eurozone members) who have all
foregone their local currencies in favor of the Euro.

The Euro acts as the national currency of each of these
states. There are some key distinctions between the Euro
and traditional currencies, such as but not limited to:

1. The Euro is printed and controlled by the European
Central Bank (ECB). This means that nations do not have
control of their own monetary policy. T, this meaning they
cannot print money or change interest rates themselves,
and must instead rely on the ECB to make any such
changes.

2. It functions across several states. While currencies like the
dollar, for example, are accepted in some foreign states, it
was not designed to be an international currency. As
such, the Euro is unique in that it is the sole accepted
currency of multiple nations rather than just one.

3. The Euro can only function thanks to the close
cooperation between representatives from the relevant
19 states that adhere to the Eurozone. Many nations
consider it an already dif�cult feat to get internal
elements to agree on the direction of monetary policy
and ones currency, as seen in the near constant
disagreements regarding US Federal Interest Rate
changes, so to be able to coordinate between both
internal and external elements is understandably
complex. To accomplish this, the ECB was founded as an
essentially independent organization, that attempts to do
what is best for the Eurozone as a whole, much as the US
Federal Reserve is also an independent organization of
sorts.

There are bene�ts and disadvantages to such a structure,
which can be used in any discussion regarding the concept
of an international currency. Bene�ts include, but are not
limited to:

1. Countries with relatively smaller economies are able to
bene�t from a stronger currency than they would
otherwise be able to enjoy. As such, citizens of Eurozone
members are 12 able to purchase foreign goods at more
reasonable prices, as exchange rates are not unfavorable
to Eurozone consumers.

2. Imports to Eurozone states becomes relatively cheaper,
as a strong currency leads to cheaper imports thanks to a
more favorable exchange rate. As most developed states,
the Eurozone member states are largely service based .
Service based economies, as 5 suggested by their name,
do not export as many goods, instead exporting services.
As such, cheap imports is generally favored over exports
when taking into account the Eurozone as a whole.
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3. There is no exchange rate between Eurozone states. This
is bene�cial as Eurozone states tend to be major trade
partners with each other, and so to not have an exchange
rate when importing or exporting goods from their
neighbours is a great boon.

4. By having a larger economic block working together to
avert �nancial crises and using the combined �nancial
assets of all Eurozone members to try and prevent
recessions, one can hope to have greater success in
preventing a total �nancial collapse in the case of a
�nancial emergency.

We can then consider some of the limitations, such as but
not limited to:

1. Tourism to the Eurozone becomes more expensive for
foreigners. We can understand this by looking at the cost
of a US citizen travelling to France for tourism in the 1980s
versus today. At the time, France used the French Franc
(FRF). 10 US Dollars (USD) would be worth approximately
58 FRF . This does not mean that one could buy almost
60 times more in France as in the US, as purchasing
power does not equal exchange rate, however there is
nevertheless a bene�t to a better conversion rate. As
such, one can see how tourism income may decrease as
a consequence of a stronger currency, as even those
tourists who still choose to travel to Eurozone states
despite this tough exchange rate would spend less given
the relative expense of buying goods.

2. When looking at the Eurozone as a whole, it is true that
the service sector is the largest sector. However, certain
Eurozone countries are still in the process of developing.
For these nations, who still rely on exports to fuel their
economic growth (which may one day lead to less
reliance on exports and more on services), a strong
currency means that their goods become more
expensive in the eyes of foreigners. As such, they struggle
to stay competitive with other developing states. Greece,
for example, relies on exporting goods, and so to have
such a strong currency is quite debilitating for them.

3. While there are bene�ts to having a shared monetary
policy, such as greater �nancial assets in the face of an
economic recession, there are also downsides. To
understand this, we need to understand some basics of
monetary policy. If a country is doing very well
economically, we tend to see in�ation in that country
(which for various reasons is damaging, however it is
beyond the scope of this text to elaborate on that). In
order to limit in�ation, one must increase interest rates.
When the economy is doing poorly, spending is low, and
so we need to incentivise spending by doing the direct
opposite, namely decreasing interest rates (note that this
is a simpli�cation, but it is the essential that needs to be
understood in the context of this conference). However, in
the Eurozone, an individual country cannot increase or
decrease interest rates at will. If one country alone has a
particularly weak economy while the rest of the Eurozone
is doing great, naturally interest rates will remain high (to
bene�t the majority), which will be destructive to the one
nation that is struggling.

While the above is discussed with speci�c regard to the
Eurozone, as has already been mentioned, the Eurozone is
our only real world example of an international currency.
Therefore, the discussion of bene�ts and limitations of such
a currency will remain within the scope of the Eurozone, and
one will have to extrapolate how these questions could be
relevant to the discussion of an international currency as a
whole.

For example, one might ask: “If in a single currency limited
to 19 states we already �nd occasional trouble with what
monetary policy works best for who, would a larger single
currency ever be able to survive?” or “Given that we bene�t
by not having exchange rates between neighbouring export
partners in a small sample like the Eurozone, would be
bene�t even more if all major trade partners shared a
currency?”. In the discussion of an international currency, we
may also wish to understand some other metrics that exist
to try and facilitate the cooperation of states in matters of
currency and exchange rates, such as Purchasing Power
Parity (PPP).

PPP is essentially a measure of what the same amount of
money can get you in one nation versus another, and is
managed and analyzed by the World Bank. It is not a
currency, but rather a metric of comparison . The best way to
understand this concept is with an example. Let us suppose
you wish to buy an identical computer in Australia and the
United States. For the purpose of this example, we will say
that USD is equal to 3 Australian Dollars (AUD).

Let us suppose this computer costs 500 USD in the US
and 1200 AUD in Australia. Converting the AUD value to USD
gives us 400 USD. As we can see, despite the exchange rate
of the currencies being 1:3, the actual value of this particular
good is 5:4. Of course the actual application of PPP in the
real world is not just to one good, but rather to many that
should represent an economy somewhat fairly. PPP should,
then, in theory tell us how much you can buy for the same
amount in different countries.

It should therefore be a better way to estimate the values
of economies and compare the values of goods across
countries. While PPP is very clearly not an international
currency, it is very useful in international �nancial
cooperation. As such, when discussing an international
currency, even if it is deemed that an international currency
is not feasible, one may wish to �nd a way to create a better
standard similar to PPP to promote international monetary
cooperation to foster sustainable development. With all of
this considered, we can look at some sample actions this
committee may wish to take when it comes to resolving this
issue. Some ideas include, but are not limited to:

1. This committee may conclude that an international
currency, similar to the Euro, is necessary to improve
sustainable development. It may subsequently decide to,
for example:

a. Create a body like the ECB that controls an international
currency independent of member states, and that all UN
members should seek to join (perhaps with some incentive
included if they do?).

b. Rather than have a body like the ECB, this committee
may decide that if they do want to create an international
currency, they should allow all member states to take an
active role in monetary policy directly, given their needs.
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2. This committee may instead conclude that an
international currency is not feasible, but some form of
monetary policy cooperation should exist. It may then
choose to, for example, create a body that seeks to advise
all national central banks on how best to adjust their
monetary policy such that it may be in closer accordance
with international standards that seek to promote
sustainable development.

3. This committee may conclude that an international
currency and that closer monetary policy cooperation is
simply impossible, but that some form of greater
transparency should exist between central banks. This
committee could therefore seek to create some system of
monetary policy reporting, where member states
describe what their near future aims are in terms of
monetary policy so that states may adjust their own
monetary policy to better complement what some other
states are doing.

4. This committee may believe that monetary policy should
remain a strictly national affair, but wish to create a better
iteration of a system like PPP organized by the UN, and
not the World Bank. They may set up a UN research
better than aims to create a better, more accurate
measure similar to PPP so that nations may better
estimate the values of their currencies and economies
relative to other nations, fostering greater transparency.

5. This committee may conclude that PPP and the work
done by the World Bank is already enough, and that
there is no need to create extra bureaucracy by adding
the UN into the 17 mix. This committee may then decide
that no action needs to be taken in regards to an
international currency, for considering the bene�ts and
disadvantages, the current arrangement is the best
possible arrangement.

6. This committee may take any other novel solution it
considers appropriate that is simultaneously legal and
useful in the advancement of the central goal of the
committee.

TARIFFS
The simplest de�nition of tariff is simply as a tax on imports.
Certain states choose to place a tax on goods coming into
their nations, and the name for such a tax is a tariff. For
example, if Germany is exporting cars to India, India may
choose to place a tariff of 5% of the value of the car on each
car imported, and this must be paid by exporter. The value of
tariffs is something that is still discussed at great length to
this day, and so it is virtually impossible to de�nitively answer
this question, however that does not mean that some form
of international accord regarding tariffs cannot be reached.

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the current
leading body when it comes to ensuring free trade between
states, and they even describe their primary purpose as
“[ensuring] that trade �ows as smoothly, predictably and
freely as possible” . They are quite evidently opposed to
tariffs, and are the only international body that regulates
trade between states.

That does not, however, have to remain the case, provided
this committee believes that there is a better solution than
the one that currently exists. The basis of a tariff is relatively
simple, and there is no real need to go into more depth in
this background guide, and so we can move directly to
looking at some bene�ts and disadvantages of imposing
tariffs. Do note that the pros and cons of tariffs are a long
matter of debate, and so this list is by no means exhaustive.
You can �nd more exhaustive lists online for additional
background knowledge.

First, let us consider some bene�ts:

1. Tariffs have the potential to protect local industries and as
a consequence, employment. If a government deems
that a local industry cannot compete with a foreign
industry, perhaps because it can push prices lower, it may
place a tariff on this foreign industry to make the local
one more competitive. This protects the industry itself,
and the jobs it generates.

2. Tariffs can provide great revenue for the government,
without directly having to tax the local populous. While
the people do still end up paying for the tariffs in the form
of more expensive imported products, they are not
obligated to purchase these products, and those that
choose to buy these foreign goods do so knowing the
downsides, and so governments can rationalize tariffs as
a form of income fairly easily.

3. Tariffs can be used to prevent dumping. Dumping is
when a foreign government subsidizes a local industry or
gives them an unfair advantage in some way with the
express purpose of allowing this industry to outcompete
a foreign one, thus eliminating their foreign competitor.
They can then safely withdraw these subsidies once their
local company is dominant. Tariffs can prevent this by
“compensating” for the subsidies a foreign government
gave and once again equalizing industries.

Now we can look at some of the down sides:

1. The consumers still end up paying for these tariffs. They
are the ones that end up having to deal with more
expensive products, be it in the name of defending an
industry, jobs or 19 otherwise, the consumer pays. It can
therefore be considered that tariffs generally reduce the
value the consumer gets, and so their quality of life and
the quality of products they can choose from.

2. If local industries are protected from foreign competition
thanks to tariffs, we may �nd the overall quality of their
goods dipping. This is because they have no incentive to
improve their goods, because they know the government
will protect them from foreign competitors who may
have otherwise harmed their market share. Foreign
producers may also fail to see why they should innovate
and improve their exports if the nation they are exporting
to will simply place a tariff on these goods, thus nullifying
any developments they may make.

3. We lose some of the bene�ts of competitive advantage.
Certain states are capable of producing a good more
ef�ciently than others. This is known as competitive
advantage. By placing tariffs on countries that are simply
capable of offering better goods at a better price, we lose
some of the bene�t we could have gained by relying on
states capable of producing a certain good more
ef�ciently, and then buying that good by selling a good
we produce more ef�ciently.
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It should be made quite clear that this is absolutely not an
exhaustive list of the bene�ts and disadvantages, but
instead aims to simply give a taste of some signi�cant ones.
This is as a consequence of the sheer magnitude of the
discussion surrounding tariffs. One interesting aspect of
tariffs that does not really �t into the pro/con discussion is
that they can be used as a diplomatic weapon, as nations
can use them as leverage to try and get their way. This is
neither 20 a pro nor a con, as it depends on how one views
the enforcement of a political view through economic
leverage (traditional question of “do the ends justify the
means?”). We can now consider some possible actions this
committee may wish to take with regards to tariffs, listed
here:

1. This committee may conclude that the WTO should
remain the authority on issues of trade, and that their
message of removing barriers to trade and tariffs is
indeed well founded. As such, this committee may just
af�rm their support of the WTO and take no further
decisive action.

2. This committee may conclude that tariffs can, at times,
be bene�cial. As such, the WTO’s stance of free trade is
not always correct. Therefore, this committee may wish to
create an alternative to the WTO, one that judges all cases
with the perspective that free trade is not always
bene�cial (although it can be) and with the input of all
UN member states, and not just members of the WTO.

3. This committee may conclude that tariffs are never a
solution, and that their potential as a method of
economic leverage make them unacceptable. As such,
this committee may wish to authoritatively speak against
tariffs in all forms.

4. This committee may decide that tariffs are the best way
to further sustainable development. They may therefore
recommend that all states consider the application of
tariffs, as well as producing a body that recommends
tariff rates and goods to tariff to any member states that
wish to receive such a recommendation

5. This committee may take any other novel solution it
considers appropriate that is simultaneously legal and
useful in the advancement of the central goal of the
committee.
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POSITION LIST
AUSTRALIA

BAHRAIN

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

TURKEY
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UNITED KINGDOM

FINLAND

SOUTH AFRICA

EGYPT

SAUDI ARABIA
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BRAZIL

INDIA

CHINA

JAPAN

VIETNAM

AUSTRIA

GERMANY

RUSSIA

SPAIN
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CHILE

MEXICO

ETHIOPIA

SWEDEN

NORWAY

IRAN

INDONESIA

BOTSWANA

NEW ZEALAND

ITALY

KUWAIT

MALAWI

GEORGIA

VENEZUELA

POLAND

ESTONIA

BULGARIA

GREECE

KAZAKHSTAN

THAILAND

CHAD

LESOTHO

UGANDA

UKRAINE

PAKISTAN

SOUTH KOREA

CZECH REPUBLIC

PERU

BANGLADESH

NETHERLANDS

MOLDOVA

MALI

ZIMBABWE
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